
There is no better way to preserve family stories
than writing a memoir. A family vacation creates
memories. A family memoir preserves them 
forever. An anecdote is fleeting. A book is
forever.

The memoir writing process 
itself opens new memories, once
thought forgotten, because 
memories trigger other memories.
Adult siblings coming together to
immortalize their parents, grand-
parents and ancestors not only 
preserves memories but inspires 
future descendants to do more in
life...which inspires yet-unborn 
generations to do the same...which...

Memories beget memories which beget memo-
ries which, if properly written up and published
by a professional, personal, local publishing

house, like, oh I don't know, Bilbo Books 
Publishing, beget memoirs.

Everybody Has a Story to Tell...

BILBO BOOKS
PUBLISHING



We PERSONALIZE
the PROCESS

We work with the author every step of the
way, from idea to book launch (and possibly
beyond). We have a variety of different 
approaches to get you through the process:

• Regular Meetings with a Bilbo representative 
• Reviewing what you have written and 

making editing recommendations
• Editing your manuscript and giving "book 

crafting" suggestions
• Or taking notes as you dictate the book—

recording the sessions for later review
• Or you can tell us your story and we write 

it for you
• Connecting with graphic designers
• Finding the right printer for your work
• Designing a marketing campaign tailored 

to your needs

SPECIAL SERVICES

• Bilbo Books has transcribed notes from 
ten, twenty, eighty years ago for compila-
tion in a book.

• Bilbo Books has recorded and typed books 
for authors with disabilities which 
preclude the author from physically typing.

• We also offer genealogical research of your 
family tree and digital/VHS transfer services.

Contact us for a free estimate • 706.549.1597
www.bilbobooks.com • bilbobookspublishing@gmail.com
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